Basketball Coach Bob Weintrauber Resigns To Skipper Arizona State

Law Student Atlas Fights for Justice

By Peter Conellos
Mark Atlas believes in justice... for the wrong sort of people. "If you are a woman, you should be paid equally for the same work," he says. "It's just not fair." A Center of Controversy
A free press look at the analysis Center does not want to see the faculty parties punished and the innocent parties compensated for their injuries.

Bryan Davies
Bob Weintrauber, who led the Seattle University basketball team to NCAA Final Four in his five years as head coach, announced his resignation yesterday. Weintrauber expressed his "enthusiasm for Seattle University" yesterday morning. "It was a tough decision to make," he said. "I'm happy to be able to make this decision at the end of the season." Weintrauber has not said what his future plans will be.

By Glick Loew
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has announced that a hearing is to be held in the case of a former researcher who claims that he was discriminated against because of his race. The former researcher, Kathy Lisco, has filed a complaint with the EEOC claiming that she was subjected to a hostile work environment.

Wharton Maintains Workload for MBA's Officials Won't Follow Lead of Harvard Cuts

The Wharton MBA program is standard from school to school at most business schools. "Not as much of the MBA program is standard," said John Peicival, associate director of the Wharton School's admissions office. "The program differs in many respects, but we have a general idea of what we are trying to offer students." The Wharton program is designed to prepare students for careers in business, with a focus on management and economics.

Inside
"University Police center a room was burned by "inexplicable" fire. The fire chief said the fire was started by a "defective piece of machinery" which he said may have been overheated.

EEOC Launches Wharton Probe Analysis Center Hiring In Question

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has announced that a new probe is to be launched into the Wharton MBA program. The probe will be led by the EEOC attorney who handled the case of a former researcher who claims that he was discriminated against because of his race.

GAPSA Elects Miller Chairman

Michael Nadzick
The Graduate and Professional Students Association (GAPSA) has elected John Sackson as its new president. Sackson, a graduate student in the School of Business Administration, will replace outgoing president Neil Lewis.

GAPSA
The Graduate and Professional Students Association (GAPSA), the student body of the University of Cincinnati, has announced that it will hold elections for its new officers on April 1. The current officers are chairperson, vice chairperson, and secretary-treasurer.
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Campus Events

TODAY

LEPORIS GRECO-CATANEO, MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, 225 W. 17th St., 8th floor, will be open on Saturday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, students, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 677-5241.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF ART, 1063 Broadway, between 31st and 32nd Sts., will be open on Saturday and Sunday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 998-7050.

LEHMAN COLLEGE, Admin. Bldg., 250 W. 138th St., will be open on Saturday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 675-9565.

TOMORROW

FUTURE CONVENTIONAL EVENTS

SUNDAY

LEPORIS GRECO-CATANEO, MUSEUM OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK, 225 W. 17th St., 8th floor, will be open on Sunday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 677-5241.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MUSEUM OF ART, 1063 Broadway, between 31st and 32nd Sts., will be open on Sunday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 998-7050.

LEHMAN COLLEGE, Admin. Bldg., 250 W. 138th St., will be open on Sunday only from 10-5. Adults and non-members $2; children, senior citizens, and groups $1. Members and non-members pay $1 for admission after 11 a.m. Student group rates: $1 per student. (212) 675-9565.

FIRE

Police Nab Possible Gym Thief
Youth Arrested on Trespassing Charge

The police arrested andanded out to
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Gilt Courses

Do Not Collect Diploma

According to the number of students they teach, easy courses at traction. "This is based on ego gratification, he said. A number of factors may cause a teacher to do this:

1. To think that a student might refuse a grade for a teacher to do so.
2. To think that a student might refuse a grade because they lack intelligence than an unremunerated one.

The second factor, tenure, may be influenced by younger teachers, Davis added that departments are allowed money according to their needs by offering them exposure to a potentially interesting subject without the demands of a difficult one.

The last reason, ego gratification, Davis said is based on a professor's desire to have, to do something resembling life satisfaction. "We understand that students care if their grades have a grade," College Journalism foresees.

Some departments that required students to do the language portion of the exams, use that proficiency through standardized exams given when they complete the language requirement.

"The issue of pass-fail regarding the College freshmen is an ongoing one. Many teachers are concerned about gelling a bad grade, she said. "It doesn't seem to be a concern."

Some professors find the traditional science guts are not good for students. "We should take the pass-fail because I think it's going to be a good grade," College Journalism foresees.

The Hank of the Hall.

INTERNAK0NL CINEMA.

The next move, eg gratification, Davis said is based on a professor's desire to have, to do something resembling life satisfaction. "We understand that students care if their grades have a grade," College Journalism foresees.

The last reason, ego gratification, Davis said is based on a professor's desire to have, to do something resembling life satisfaction. "We understand that students care if their grades have a grade," College Journalism foresees.
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Dear Mr. Miller,

How are you? Do we see you doing well, although the weather can be dreary? We hope that you are healthy and that everything is okay.

We note that you are interested in the topic of stress management. At the last meeting of the group, you expressed interest in hearing about strategies to reduce stress and improve well-being. We hope to arrange a session on this topic soon.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Dining Service Takes New Survey
74 Percent Report Satisfactory Service

If a recent University survey is to be believed, the College Dining Service may be the most popular thing on campus.

To determine the level of satisfaction with the Dining Service, a survey was recently conducted by the Dining Service at the end of the Spring semester of the 1984-85 academic year. Of the 15,500 students enrolled during this period, 5,000 students completed the survey.

The survey was prepared by Dining Service Director Don Jacobs and reviewed by the University's Student Services Department. It asked respondents about their overall satisfaction with the Dining Service and asked respondents to rate a variety of menu items. More than 74 percent of those who completed the survey were satisfied with the food service.

The survey also included questions about how often food is hot, how often food is burned, and how often food is unattractive. Of those who completed the survey, 53.6 percent said hot food is almost always hot, 53.6 percent said hot food is sometimes hot, and 43.4 percent said it is never hot. The survey also included questions about how often food is burned. Of those who completed the survey, 53.6 percent said hot food is almost always hot, 53.6 percent said hot food is sometimes hot, and 43.4 percent said it is never hot.

The survey also included questions about how often food is unattractive. Of those who completed the survey, 53.6 percent said hot food is almost always hot, 53.6 percent said hot food is sometimes hot, and 43.4 percent said it is never hot.

The survey also included questions about how often food is unattractive. Of those who completed the survey, 53.6 percent said hot food is almost always hot, 53.6 percent said hot food is sometimes hot, and 43.4 percent said it is never hot.

The survey also included questions about how often food is unattractive. Of those who completed the survey, 53.6 percent said hot food is almost always hot, 53.6 percent said hot food is sometimes hot, and 43.4 percent said it is never hot.
The Sound of New Guinea

Professor To Record Rain Forest Noises

By AMIE THORNTON

A pair of researchers from New Guinea’s tropical rain forests are foreign to most Americans. University president Jeff Nicastro said there will be two days after the meet for the people to fill all technical aspects. In the meet because some people will recover from injuries, but he added that he expects to have a very nice day. The IFC continues to grow through these programs for the rain forest.
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Data Processing

Paradigm Information Systems

75 East Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003

For information on class locations or to register for classes please call 8200-431

LSAT & GMAT classes Classes starting soon

• 36-40 hrs of classroom instruction

• At-home tape preparation lor LSAT and GMAT review sessions

• 44-50 hrs of extensive practice tests

• 36-40 hrs of convenient individualized brushing upon submission of test scores, participants who wish to see their scores before the scores are released will receive an email with their scores.
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**Complaints Against Mark**

Mark's parents, William Green and Randi Ryterman, have filed a lawsuit against the University of Pennsylvania, claiming that their son was wrongfully dismissed.

**The Case**

- **Complaint**
  - Allegations of plagiarism and misuse of the University's resources.
  - Dismissal from his position as an undergraduate researcher.
  - Harassment and discrimination.

**Facts**

- Mark, a junior at the School of Arts and Sciences, was accused of writing a paper that plagiarized material from a source he had not cited.
- The University launched an investigation, which was later characterized as a harassment campaign.
- Mark was found guilty of plagiarism, leading to his dismissal.

**Arguments**

- Mark's parents argue that the University's actions were motivated by a desire to silence Mark's criticisms of the University's policies and practices.
- They claim that the investigation was biased and that Mark was denied the right to a fair hearing.

**Impact**

- The case has sparked a debate about the University's handling of academic integrity cases and its treatment of whistleblowers.
- Students and faculty members have expressed concern about the University's commitment to free speech and academic freedom.

---

**Analysis Center**

- **Goal**
  - To provide a platform for students to discuss and analyze key issues affecting the University.
  - To facilitate dialogue between faculty, staff, and students on matters of concern.

- **Activities**
  - Workshops and seminars on academic integrity.
  - Panel discussions on the role of free speech in academic environments.
  - Collaborative projects exploring the University's policies and practices.

---

**Register to Vote**

- **Deadline**
  - April 19
- **Registration Table**
  - Located in Locust Walk and dorms
- **Absentee Ballots**
  - Available for those unable to vote in person

---

**American Picture Framing**

**“Serving the Penn Community”**

**Quality Custom Framing**

**5-Day Service**

**Satisfaction Guaranteed**

**4246 Market Street**

**Hours:** 9:00-5:00

**Conclusion**

Despite the challenges, recent events seem to be going against the interest of the University. Mayer was removed as center director last month, and action is being taken to remove the associate director from the future. The primary evidence in the matter now before the University is the written record of the University's response to the complaint filed by Mark.

---

**The Premedical Honor Society**

**Complainant Atlas Believes in Justice**

- **Title of Event**
  - "Complainant Atlas Believes in Justice"
- **Date**
  - Wednesday, April 14th, 8 PM
- **Location**
  - Hous Hall Auditorium, 2nd Floor

---

**Muddling Along**

Goode said in Ins hour long speech outloot rot Philadelphia's future, municipal government to improve in the Building, administration has taken steps to Mayoi William Green, said the cur- government," he said.

---

**Non-members Welcome.**

---

**Register to Vote**

- **For The Democratic Primary**
  - **On May 18**
  - **Deadline:** April 19
  - **Registration tables on Locust Walk and in dorms**
  - **Absentee Ballots Available**

---

**The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors.**

A one hundred proof strength that enslaves just below the surface. Yet, it's so smooth and flavorful, it's unlike any Canadian liquor you have ever tasted. Smooth, mild, or on the rocks, Yukon Jack is truly a black sheep of the port category.
Cafe' Jeudi: Customers: Due to a General Lack of Enthusiasm On the Part of the Staff, the Cafe Will Not Open Until Next Semester. Please Look for Us Then.

We Have Cliffs Notes

Cliffs Notes answer your questions about literature as you study and review. More than 200 titles are covered and poems — with poetry — are shown.

Sunshine Books, Ltd.
4005 Locust St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Increase Convenience Control Inflation

By signing up now for next year's meal contract we save and do so.

Save $60!

15-meal plan contracts, which will cost $1427 next year, are discounted to $1386 now.

Save $50!

The discounts mean that your increase in food costs can be as little as 5% per meal, and by signing up now you won't have to wait in any lines in September! Ask Dining Service about the added costs can be as bonus if you sign up before April 20.

In year, cost $1336 now. In year, are discounted to $1412. To save and so do you.

10-mcal plan contracts, which will cost $1386 next year, will cost $1472 next year.

By signing up now for next year's meal contract we have the chance to work with the UA, but their problems are.

Minority students can decide what to Title IX compliance.

Students can also be president of the committee because "only that the UMC opposes the establishment of the committee.

UA decided not to create a proposed committee on minority affairs.

UA member Marc Rodriguez, who is also president of the United Students for Affirmative Action, said the committee.

The meetings approved by the executive include Community Media Projects, Social Issues, and Women's Affairs

The Executives Committee will be responsible for publishing a bi-weekly newsletter to inform students of UA activities. The group also acts as the group's all-around ambassador in answering questions when the UA acts as an organization.

The committee.

The meeting was characterized by heated debate, members finally agreed to allow Itl.

After the meeting, Wolski said he thought the meeting was productive, Clarity also said residential living.

"It's important to show them," Cartier said.

The UMC would welcome the chance to work with the UA, added that it should be done through UMC procedures. "If members care about minority issues, then come to UMC meetings," he said. "They're there to help you."

Wolfski and other members argued that the UMC represents all students, and should deal with minority issues.

The meeting also endorsed a letter written by executive assistant, Fred Cartier also said residential living.

"There was one group of men who," Cartier attributed the unusually.

The letter asks the University to think together, "All in all."

Students will receive assignments as part of room selection to the end of activities, whether students choose

"The discussion was productive, we didn't change our minds about our position."

The Bill students have asked each other about the $20,000 advertisement, according to a Liberty student who works for the administration. The UA does not have enough money remaining in its budget to help frame the consideration of state funding. The student added it should be done through the university's appropriations committee.

The Christian Science Organization at Penn invites you to a lecture:

Mel Gussow.


Variety

Funded by SAC and the Music Department


This is a major event of the theatre season. See it prior to New York.

World Premiere production from Yale Repertory Theatre Written and directed by Adolph Fugard

'Master Harold' ...and the boys

Wednesday, April 14
8:00 P.M.
Tabernacle Church
3700 Chestnut Street

Today is Robert's Birthday

22 yrs of abuses

Comes to the free WIND ENSEMBLE CONCERT

Wednesday, April 14
8:00 P.M.
Tabernacle Church
3700 Chestnut Street

Penn Students Get it Cheaper. $2 Discount. Student Rush 1/2 price day of perf.
Buy your Tickets now — it’s almost sold out.
Laxmen Hoping to End Princeton’s Streak

"I thought (Pepperdine’s) Jim Hertog at Arizona State presented for a big financial aid package year long and then a kid gets offered," McLaughlin - was surprised by moving up - it seems that UCI.A there was a strong field of can-

"I’m really happy for him," Hays explained.

"But the Golden Knights were just the intercollegiate rivalry," The lax-
Weinhauer Packs His Bags For Arizona

Players Are Shaken by Decision

Ivy Colleagues Are Happy For Weinhauer

Tight Squeeze

Quaker Oats

Splits A Pair With Tigers

Laxwomen Knot Owls 6-6 After Second Half Surge

Batmen Split A Pair With Tigers